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Students
 may get less of a Recreation and 
Events
 
Center than they voted for because 
of outdated budget es-
timates. 
The Student Union Board of Directors has discovered 
that inaccurate cost estimates to build 
the Rec Center 
may result in deletion 







bach, associate executive vice president of Facilities De-
velopment and Operations, said the inflation rate could 
add 5 percent to material costs and contractor wages. 
"With  Construction costs expected to be 
approxi-
mately $14 million, that could add another $700,000," Or-
bach 
said. 
"Either we will need to 
increase the budget or give up 
something," he said. 
In response to worries 
expressed at the meeting,
 
SUBOD Chairman Jeff 
Coughlan
 said it is unlikely the 
project would change dramatically.
 
"Realistically, I feel we are 
going  to have more than 
enough money to construct the project," 
Coughlan said. 
SUBOD allocated 
a maximum of $9,500 Tuesday to 
the architectural firm of Hall, Goodhue, 
Haisley  and Bar-
ker to revise the building program for the Rec Center to 
be 
submitted  to the California State University Chancel-
lor's office. 
Re-evaluation of Rec Center costs and site locations is 
necessary before the chancellor's office can negotiate a 
new contract with the architects working on the project. 
SUBOD 
members  voted 12-1 to allocate the funds to 
the architects.
 
At the board meeting, Orbach presented a letter from 
the




five elements in the architects' proposal include 
the following: 
Addition of an Aquatic 
Center.  
Consideration of 
expanding the recreational 
fa-
cility to the Old 
Women's  Gym site. 
The letter 




additional  pressure on the 
limited
 site, making 
use 
of
 this facility attractive. If so,
 a series of interrelated 
elements may be affected. We 
are preparing studies of al-
ternative combinations
 of recreational elements in differ-
ent locations 
to
 recommend the best programmatic 
alter-
native." 
Review of the linkages 
between  all the elements 
and support elements 
such
 as locker rooms. Originally, 
the project  was 
to be essentially an integrated 
complex.  
"Now we have potentially three 
separate  but closely 
related elements. We are looking 
very carefully at the ef-
fects of this," the architects'
 letter states. 
 Adjustments 
as
 necessary to accommodate cost 
escalation occasioned by the 
project start one year later. 
"As discussed, none of 
the  four alternatives were yet 
adjusted because of not knowing 
at
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 end a run by an 
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The university stands to gain 
$3,865  if students 
who  have not paid 
the $1.50 
fee  increase come 
forward.  
Bill Friedrichs,
 SJSU director of 
Fiscal
 Services, said that 
students  







their  transcripts," he 
said, but would 
not 
say  that student 




 this point, 
students   
other  
than late university 
registrants  and 
financial aid recipients
  
had  been 
on their honor to 
pay  the $1.50 in-
crease 










The number of 
non -payers had 











































10,000."  He also 




















 not been sent 
out. Friedrichs said 
there  were com-
puter
 problems over 
the weekend 
that held 
up the processing. 
Vigil 
said  he did 









 labels until 
Tuesday.  
The 































expected  to 
be $130. 
Students  







































































































 might be." 
Review
 by consultants
 of the revised












scheduled  another 
meeting for Dec.
 11 to 
review the
 architects' 













"I don't understand 
why we are going on to the 
Old 
Women's Gym site. Students 
didn't
 vote for that," Schnei-
der said. 
"This  should have been 
addressed
 before the 
students 
voted  on it." 
Because a motion was on the floor to 
allocate  funds 
and require the 
architects  to prepare recommendations
 
in one
 week, Clair Jennett, chairman 
of
 the Department 
of Human Performance, made
 a point of order that dis-
cussion be limited 
to
 the motion at hand. 
The motion 

































yesterday  to lift 
the injunction 
that
 halted action by 
A.S.




The committee also 
agreed  to discon-
tinue
 the investigative 


















































































Bill Borges, Political Science 
professor and a judiciary adviser 
said the judiciary is not the body 
which should decide about Act 9, the 
election code of the A.S. constitution. 
Borges said the A.S. Board of Di-
rectors rules on such matters. 
"If Act 9 
was  to apply in the past 
or if it 
is to apply in the  future, then 
we are not the ones to make that deci-
sion," Borges said. 












 we had 
to 
















added that an investigative hearing 
by the 
judiciary  was not the proper 
place for A.S. 
President  Michael 
Schneider and Dougherty
 to air their 
political differences. 
Many times during the hearing, 
the two started verbal arguments 
with each other which judiciary offi-
cers
 were forced to break up. 
Dougherty,  a leader in the 
cam-
paign
 to stop the REC, was not pre-
sent when the judiciary made its de-
cision to stop the investigation that he 
had asked 
the committee to start. 
Dougherty left during the meet-
ing's temporary 
recess
 and never re 
turned to hear the judiciary's conclu-
sion of the 
hearing.  
"His stated intention was obvi-
ously to leave and I'd like to know 
what's going on," 
Borges  said. 
Dougherty was paged in the Stu-
dent Union but could not be found, so 
the decision was made in his absence 















that  have 
been






 to a 
holding fa-
cility 
on SJSU South Campus. 






in the facility, which
 was 
built by the 






















manufactured  between 1929 
and 1979  
have been found 
to 
cause cancer
 in laboratory 
rats.  
Their




effort  to 
take
 all PCBs out of use. 
Used as an 
insulating  oil in 
transformers, the 
chemical com-
pound  was used 
"literally  in almost 
every building 
we have (on cam-
pus) that 



































 said the 
contract  to re-
move the 
PCBs
 is currently 
out for 
bid to companies 
that are EPA ap-
proved to 




 He expects 
the 
current
 bid, which 
covers  re-
moval of  
PCBs






back at about 8500,000. 
"It has
 taken a 
long
 time to get
 
the 
contract  to make 
sure that we 
meet 






"We'd  rather be 
slow  and sure, but 
safe."
 
The bids are due 
back by Dec. 
18.
 PCBs 










will still be on 
campus, 
however,
 because some transform-
ers are still 
in use, he said. It 
would 
cost about $50 
million to replace 
the  
transformers 















 of Health 
Services 
statewide  basis, 
he said. 
Will Bruhns, senior engineer 
for the Toxic Substance Control Di-
vision of the California
 Department 
of Health Services, said the state re-
quires a permit to store PCBs for 
longer than 90 
days,  but that SJSU 
has not submitted one 












PCB -laden barrels 
now  in 
storage
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 SHOPS needs to take a 
careful  
look at its hiring, 
firing  and grievance 
procedures. The recent 
case
 of Spartan 
vendor Giovanni 
Panciera illustrated the 
weaknesses of the current
 procedures. 
Panciera was fired in 
June, supposedly 
because he was not a student and
 Spartan 
Shops 
wanted  to employ students. Panciera
 
decided
 to contest the decision
 and filed a 
grievance  on September 12. Finally, after four
 
.levels of 




 Panciera's appeal 
was 
denied
 last week. 
The whole grievance
 process Panciera 
fell 
victim
 to is flawed. 
Panciera
 was fired by Spartan Shops. The 
Personnel 
Committee,  which 
ejudicates  cases 
is made up of 
members
 of the Spartan
 Shops 
Board 
of Directors. The Board
 of Directors 
approves Spartan




 presented to it 
by
 Spartan Shops 
:Manager 
Ed
 Zant. Therefore, it is 
closely  al -
:lied with Zant and 
Spartan Shops manage-
ment. 
The situation is 
analagous  to a court of 
:law where 
the defendant is faced
 with his ac-
icuser as judge 
and jury. 
Even though
 the grievance 
committee  
:may strive for 
objectivity in deciding
 the 
:case, it will ultimately 
lean
 towards Zant. We 
'suggest 
that
 some neutral 
party  be used to 
-ejudicate cases




 a separate entity from
 SJSU so it may 
not be obligated 
to
 the school legally. Since 
it 
operates
 on campus and 
is
 supported by stu-
dents and faculty, 
perhaps  a committee con-














 be used. 
Secondly, the grievance
 procedure takes 
far too long.
 There isn't any 
reason  a griev-
ance filed in 
early  September should 
take 
until
 the end of November 
to be resolved. The 
grievance  procedure 
is
 a frustrating maze 
of 
wasted time and red 
tape. The Personnel 
Committee
 isn't brought 
into the process until 
the
 fourth level, about 
55 days later. It is then
 
given
 30 days to make 
the final decision. 
The first three  




 from reaching 
the real 
authority in the process.
 In Pancie-
ra's case he 
wanted  to move to Los Angeles, 
but
 was delayed by the 
process.  
Thirdly, and
 most importantly, in 
con-
junction 
with the grievance 
procedures  Spar-
tan Shops hiring and 
firing  guidelines need 
clarification
 and refinement. Zant
 said he was 
phasing out Panciera's
 full-time position in 
favor of hiring 
students part-time. 
Ironically, 
though,  the person 





 Zant said he wanted
 to hire stu-
dents 
for the vending positions,
 Spartan Shops 
has




fact,  it doesn't have any 
hiring and fir-
ing 
guidelines  whatsoever. The 
Spartan
 Daily 
doesn't disagree with a policy
 of hiring stu-
dents at part-time 
positions,  but we believe it 
should be written down 
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 has a new 
church 






 got bored 
and traded
 it in for 
a new one. 
It was kind

























lions of TV sets 
every Sunday 
morning,  and cutting 
oft  the 
life-sustaining 






Jerry got bored with it. 
He grew tired 
of telling the nation's
 women what 
they
 
; could and could not
 do with their bodies 
and wanted to do 
 something about it. 
: 
He
 grew tired of 
telling the nation's
 teachers what 
: 
their  pupils should 





he grew tired of telling
 the nation's politicians
 
what should 
be done about other






















































do something about it. 
So 
Jerry had an 




replace his old 
church  with a 
plastic
 one, and has 
nothing
 to do with monkeys, 
either. 
"Election '84" 
gave  Jerry a 
red,




 with walls buttressed
 by the law. The 
operation 
gave him many 
friends  in government
  friends who will
 
not 
allow women to make 
decisions  concerning their 
bod-
ies livelihoods,
 friends who will make 
teachers  educate 
their pupils in a certain
 way, and friends who will 
decide 
how many bombs we will 




Jerry  says his biggest 
friend
 is God, but he also 
has another friend
 who makes many big 
decisions, and he 
is called "The 
President."  Jerry calls 
the president "our 
quarterback". 
Jerry has been
 recovering quite 
well from "election 
'89",  and came to 
town
 earlier this week
 to tell everyone 
about his operation. 
The club who sponsored
 his talk must 
have 
been worried 
about  his health, 
however,  because 
they 
gave
 everyone in the
 crowd little cards
 saying oppo-
sition  to or 
disturbances
 of Jerry's 




 no one 
disturbed  baby 
Jerry  as he told 
the audience 
the  youth of our 
country have 








 that many of 
the youth who 
experi-
mented 
are  now putting 
monkey hearts 
and  plastic wid-
gets into other 
people's  bodies. 
Jerry
 also said he 




 the "Moral 
Majority",  are 
concerned
 that our 
". 
country




















country  the nuetron 
bomb.  
Will baby 
Jerry  drop bombs on 
countries  God doesn't 
like? Will 
God  bomb people 
in




 Jerry? No one
 in the crowd 
asked these 
ques-
tions. Maybe they 
were scared of 
being  "not tolerated"
 by 
the club 
sponsoring  Jerry's 
little talk. 
Somebody
 did ask, 
however,  if he 
realized  the effects 
he and his 
friends have 




 who has said 
in the past he isn't
 very fond of 
those types
 of people, 
said,  "God 
doesn't




 but I love 
you."  
Does  this mean 
God  will bomb 
San  Francisco? 
Or has 
he 
bombed  it 
already







his  moral 
friends





 scene in 
our  country. 
They 
say  there will
 never be a 
time when 
they
 are not 
influen-
tial in a 
political  election.
 
Does  this mean
 baby Jerry 
will some 





 What if 
he fumbles, 
is
 maimed by 
a 
leftist  defensive 
lineman, or 










 big white 
house  the 
"quarterback"  
lives 
in. But in time,
 he may not 




 he may just 
move into the 
house so he. 
God, 
and the "quarterback"
 can all live 
together.  
And  if that happens,
 the big white house
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PASSIONATE  temptation 
of
 a woman's 
pout. 
Someone asked what was important in 
this world. 
He was in a fit of flying hands. Rhetorical 
questions often come from those in the grasp of life's 
most mind -bending problems.
 Regardless of the 





come  to the point, especially  in the 
throes of 
finals,  where 
darkness  pervades 
our 








need  to swim 
in the 















ignore  the 
enlightening  












  even 
during  finals. 
Consider  death. 
The  beauty of a 
morning vision
 
is all a 
dying person 




 the extension 
of life. It is in that
 moment of 
desperation  when the 
appreciation  of life is 
at
 its 
highest.  By then however, 
futility rules the senses 
and 
exasperation is the only outcome.
 To let 
ourselves
 slip to that pleading moment 
would  be a 
terrible mistake. 
So, in contemplation, what
 is important in this 
world? 
Gritty realism, with its inherent lesson of life, 
ranks high on the list. To understand the flaws of 
society, by teaching us about the reality of it, is an 
extreme necessity. The lessons we must 
learn  from 
the 
reflections
 of our actions, number in the 
thousands. 
The 
garnering  of intellect  there is no greater 
necessity than to strive 
for the full development of 
the mind.
 To expand our knowledge
 in institutions 
such as this, and attain 
what's left from the outside 
world, is a 
goal.  But what can we 
possibly learn 
from 
here?  The classroom is 
a conduit for a game 
by 
the 
teacher,  to be passed 
to the student. As 
a 
student,
 you must 
understand
 what the 
teacher  
wants
 you to understand,
 then regurgitate 
that 
"knowledge"
 on a slab 
of
 paper. It is a much
 better 
practice  to read a 






 lessons of 
intelligence
 during that life,









is such that 
we
 are tuned 
out of the 
world's
 


























pleasure  of 
crawling  
in




 off a 
candle -lit
 table 
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Department, in a holi-





13." The program is to 
warn  drivers that




 the county 








been in effect 
for the 
past 11 years, 




 due to in-
creased  public 
awareness  concerning 
drunken driving,
 said Gilroy Police 
Chief Greg 
Cowart. 
This year, the "Avoid the 
13" 







napkins  and the 
media, will be 
in effect from Dec. 21 
through 
Jan.  2. 
The campaign currently has 
more than 13 police agencies partici-
pating, 
but keeps its original name to 
emphasize the unlucky number "13,"
 
said Russ Lunsford, UPD informa-
tion
 officer. 
The Gilroy Police 
Department  
reports that it has tenative plans to 
implement a sobriety checkpoint in 
its downtown area on New Year's 
Eve, as it did Dec. 31, 1981. 
According to Cowart, the 1981
 
_New Year's Eve sobriety checkpoint
 
saw eight driver's arrested for being 
under the influence while driving. Of 
those, six were later prosecuted by 
the Gilroy District Attorney's office, 
Cowart  said. 
"We think it was extremely suc-
cessful," Cowart said. The 1981 sobri-
The program
 






















 are trying to get that law changed, 
100 drivers. "We
 also found 
it
 to be 







ments to .08 percent 





 of having the law changed to .05 
added. 
























those  years 
took  up his 
time. 
The Burlingame























Lt.  John 
Low, commander of the 
checkpoint 




 Unit in San 
though
 no 
arrests  were 
made
 as a re- 
Jose.  He feels the decrease 
is due to 





























said  the purpose of the 
highly publicized
 checkpoint 
was  not 
to increase 
drunken  driving 
arrests, 
but to 
create  a deterrent 
to force 
drinkers
 to think 
twice  before at-
tempting to drive






 change their 
attitudes  about 
drinking  and driving,"






 Patrol checks 
of 
drivers in four
 cities across 
the state 
beginning
 Dec. 14. The

















 will be con-
centrating
 on drunken 
drivers.  
California  law 
states  that a 
per- 
Not only 
is Santa watching 
you 
son is legally drunk 
if his blood alco- 
this
 year, but police all 
over  the state 
hol
 content is .10 
percent  or higher.
 
are 
watching, too  
".
 . .so be good 
Mother's 
Against  Drunk Drivers for
 goodness sake!" 
The San 


















































personnel  in 
deten-
tion 



















 from the 
pre-
vious 
year by a 
total  of eight 
arrests.  
So, you 
better  watch out this
 holi-
day season. If the 
cheer is flowing, 
you best let your 
sober friend do the 
driving or 
chip  in with friends
 to pay 
the 
price  of cab fare.
 
Live-in





 (AP)  In a first 
for
 the nation's cities,
 Berkeley's city 
council has approved
 a "live-in 
lovers" law that extends 
health and 
welfare benefits to 
unmarried do-




 it as a civil 
right," 
Councilwoman
 Ann Chandler 
said Wednesday, the day after the or-
dinance 
was approved, 8-0. 
"(This is) a time ivliOn 
the family 
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_Vykukal, Kelle Wright 
have  changed,
 and we have
 to recog-
nize the rights 
of people who live
 to-
gether without benefit
 of marriage," 
Chandler
 said. 
The domestic partners' law, sim-
ilar to a 1982 ordinance vetoed by San 
Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein, 
gives benefits previously reserved 
for the spouses of city employees to 
unmarried partners, whether homo-




been  the one pushing for
 it be-
cause they cannot marry
 under law," 
Chandler said. 
















To qualify, couples 
must  sign 
both an 
affidavit  stating they have 
lived 
together  at least six months and 
a "domestic partners agreement" 
that 
says
 they are each other's "sole 
domestic partner and they are re-









first  only for dental
 care 
and sick -leave 
benefits,  as "sort of a 




























 using it." 
The 
council
 has asked the
 city 
manager to 
issue a report in 
March  
assessing the 
impact of the policy. 
Other benefits,
 such as 
medical
 
costs, will be 
extended at that time 
pending talks with
 city unions and 
health-care  providers,
 Chandler said 
There  are 1,150 city 
employees.  
The Berkeley 
School  Board approved
 
a similar ordinance
 in August. It has
 
a comparable number
 of employees, 
10 of whom have applied for the bene-
fits, Chandler said. 




$24,000 to 842,000, depending on how 
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FRESNO API  Fresno 
voters
 will decide in 
March 
whether to  
name the city a nu-
clear -free zone. 
The city cuuncil 
voted  4-2 
Tuesday to submit a city char-
ter 
amendment
 to voters that 
would: 
r Declare the city off-lim-
its to nuclear weapons, 
r Bar nuclear evacuation 
planning, and 
r Ban the design, produc-
tion
 and transportation of 
war -
related 
radioactive  weaponry 
and waste 
within the city. 
Councilman  Dale Doig op-
posed the 
move,  saying the 
measure 
would be "deluding 
the people 
of Fresno to think 
that we 
have




 sought the 
ballot  measure
 as a way 
of edu-
cating 
people  about the
 dangers 
of nuclear war and
 forcing them 
to focus 
on the issue, said 
Bob  
Wright,
 president of the Law-
yers Alliance for 





 the vote, said 
the measure
 would cost 
$10,000 
for the vote 
and $1,000 to display
 
"Nuclear  Free Zone" signs at 
city limits. 
Nuclear -free zones have 
been declared in 81 American
 
communities  from New York 
to 
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SAN FRANCISCO AP  A de-
fendant can show his tattooed hands 
to the jury and still keep his mouth 
shut, a federal appeals court ruled 
Wednesday in reversing a bank rob.  
bery conviction. 
The defendant, Thaeeb Bay, was 
sentenced to 30 
years  in prison after 
being convicted of robbing an Oak-
land bank 
of
 $1,100 in September 1982, 
an
 El Cerrito savings and loan of 
$3,-
000 in April 1983, 
and an Orinda bank 
of 
$3,000  in June 1983. 
After several prosecution wit-
nesses had identified Bay, his lawyer 
asked U.S. District Judge
 Samuel 
Conti to let Bay show the 
jury the tat-
toos  on the backs 
of his hands. 
One bank 
teller had said she saw 
the robber's hands 
and  noticed noth-
ing 
unusual
 except long, thin fingers. 
Other 
witnesses
 said they got good 
looks 
at
 the robber, but did not men-
tion tattoos.
 The defense argued
 that 
the 
tattoo display would raise doubt 
in the jurors' minds that Bay was
 the 
robber. 
But Conti ruled the display 
was 
the same as testimony, 
and  would 
waive 
Bay's  privilege against testify-
ing.
 When Bay declined to take the 
witness  stand and submit
 to cross-ex-
amination,  
Conti  refused to let the 
jury see the 
tattoos.  
The 9th U.S. Circuit
 Court of 4p-
peals said numerous
 courts hive 
ruled displays
 of physical 
character-
istics, such 
as size, skin 
and 
h a i r ,
 
color, and




 has IT 








 right against 
self-incrimination
 
"If this can be 
compelled by the 
government  when 
it
 is to the govern-
ment's 
advantage,
 surely the 
-de-
fendant 
can make the same 
showing 
without










 in yesterday's 
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Lab  Day staff photographer 
Meteorology
 17IA forecast 
is
 for continual 
clearing 
but scattered showers ... the 
sprinkler









( AP)  Still un-
derided on how 
much to trim the Pen-










across  the spectrum 
of
 the gov-














 with his 
senior
 budget 










Speakes said Budget Director David 
A. Stockman was using the decisions 
Reagan has made so far 
on domestic 
spending as the 
basis  for instructions 
on program 
cuts
 that will be deliv-







Administration officials asking 
not to 
be quoted by name have said 
that the president and his advisers 
have been looking at a plan that 
would cap spending for some pro-




officials  have said 
the president wants
 to reduce 
planned spending in the 1986 fiscal 
year, which begins next Oct. 1, 
by
 $42 
billion in order to hold total federal 
outlays to the current level. 
The 
idea
 is to hold the deficit, 
now projected
 to reach more than 
$200
 billion next year. 
to $170 billion. 
Cabinet secretaries can appeal 
the reduction orders handed to them. 
but the president has been involved in 
a line -by-line examination
 of the bud-
get and officials have 
indicated  that 
the department 
chiefs  will have to 
make strong 






part of the 
new  budget Reagan 
sends 
to Congress early
 next year. 
In previous years, Reagan re-
sisted calls to trim the growth of mili-
tary spending, but this year's round 
of budget cutting  conducted in an 
atmosphere of growing concern 
about deficits  apparently will ex-
tend
 to the Pentagon. 
Stockman
 has told congressional 
Republicans that 
there  is an $8 billion 




military  spending. But 
Speakes  refused to say 
that  Reagan 
has 


















 at the South 
Afri-
can 
Embassy  here have 
been
 accom-








 the cozy 
relationship
 the Reagan 
administra-
tion has with that 







policy  of 
"constructive 
en-
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 has said 
that  South 
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policy 

































 on Africa 





 after his 
testimony 
at a 
public  hearing. 
He 
offered





 Secretary of 
State 
George  P. 
Shultz,
 if they 
will  in-
vite  him, to outline 
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ration  













































 black majority. 
The 
constitution  does offer lim-







the  first time. 
This, Crocker 
has  







 of the conscious
 U.S. 





 claimed had 
prevailed  in  
South
 Africa at the time the Reagan 
administration took 
office. 
Crocker, who heads the State De-
partment's Africa bureau, also has 
noted that the South
 African govern-
ment, in a departure from
 past pol-




with black leaders should 
begin.
 
The core issue is whether black 
enfranchisement  in South Africa 
would be 





 critics recommend, or 
whether such an 
approach  encour-
ages the Afrikaner 
establishment  in 
Pretoria to dig in its heels, as the 
ad-
ministration  believes. 
The critics
 say the United States 




 South Africa by restricting 




tion belives such measures will only 
lead to an erosion of American influ-






 Tsongas, D 
Mass.,
 contends that U.S. policy has 
yielded 
only
 token results 
and  that, in 









 and toward 
Marxism 
as the only 




Equally forthright is South 
Afri-
can 
Bishop Desmond Tutu, a recent
 
Nobel Peace
 Prize winner who, in a 
recent appearance in New 
York,  said 
the
 Reagan policy indicated
 indiffer-
ence to the plight of South Africa's 
blacks.  
"Where is the anger?" he asked. 
"Constructive engagement
 has given 
a bad name to democracy. Construc-








cesses of Nazi 
Germany  or the Soviet 
Union 
under  Joseph Stalin.
 
Tutu  expressed 
those same 
senti-
ments  on Tuesday








 on Africa, 
at one point 
bring-
ing members to 
their  feet. 
"You 
are  either for
 or against 
apartheid,
 and not by 
rhetoric," Tutu 
said.  "You are 
either
 in favor of 
evil,  
or
 you are in 
favor of good.
 You are 
either on the 




side of the 
oppressor. 
You - 
can't be neutral." 
Matt and Janet  








OK, smart guy! What would 
you do if you were 
Jeffrey
 











comes a summer dream job at 
the ritzy El Flamingo Beach 
Club, a luxurious haunt of the 
New 
York






with beautiful  girls. You rub 






California, you are taken 
under the wing 
of
 the Club's 
resident 




college  is 
com-




So,  in 
September,
 what
 will it 
be? 
For  Matt 



















what  he should do 
with his life 






As the bright 




































 at age 14 in 
junior high 
school 










followed,  with 
Dillon 
becoming
 a new 




























he's still a 
legend  in his 
own 
neighborhood,
 but he's 
a 
rumblefish
 out of water 
with  a 
flair for 
comedy












The  tall, sunny
 blonde 
shines  in 
her
 first major
 film role 
after 
brief 
appearances  in 
"One 
From the
 Heart" and 
"Grease 
11." A veteran
 at age 22 of 
five 
seasons on TV's 
"Dance Fever" 
team, Janet Jones
 will follow 





























"Body  Heat" 
and "First 
Blood,"  and will
 
soon reteam 
with  Sylvester 
Stallone in a 
second
 "Blood" 













In Love," and Jessica 
Walter  (as 
the status -conscious Mrs. 
Brody)
 is best remembered for 
asking Clint Eastwood
 to "Play 
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Soundtrack  available on 
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so he remembers the material 
better. 
He said he never uses sheet 
music when performing on the 
harpsichord  but sometimes
 does 
when he is conducting a 




 way I don't mess 






 a unique and witty 
sense  
of 





SJSU music professor 
he reads. 














memorizing  large 






memorizing  comes 
very easily," 




as much of 
what
 they read as 
slow readers.
 What they 
read
 kind of 
comes and 
goes,"
 he said. 
Since  Valenti reads
 slowly, his 
eyes
 have 












 is well liked




















"He has a 
unique and 
witty  sense of 
humor  that is 
subtle  and different.
 
"He's 











recounts  stories and 














harpsichord  for 
conventional  and laser 
discs.  
Valenti is especially known for 
his work with the works 
of Baroque 
composers, especially Bach and 
George Frideric Handel. He has 
recorded in excess of 85 albums. 
Valenti
 was recently honored 




 58 on Dec. 4. 
won the Samuel Simon Sanford 
Fellowship from Yale University. 
Other recipients of the Fellowship 
include composer Aaron
 Copeland 
and Metropolitan Opera mezzo 
soprano Marilyn Horne. 
Valenti won the award after 
performing on a harpsichord made 
in 1647 that
 Yale University had just 
acquired. 
He said he was happy he 
received the award and mentioned 
that it is based on artistic merit and 
not 
on any criteria. 
"It (the Fellowship) is not a 
competition, just an honor," Valenti 
said. 
Valenti is currently 
on a one -
semester sabbatical from
 SJSU. He 
has spent most of the
 time in New 
York City, recording albums and 
putting
 the finishing touches on a 
book. 
The book Valenti 
is writing 
concerns 
interpreting  Bach on the 
piano. According to Valenti, the 
book is very "textbooky" and 
difficult to write. He hopes to have it 
finished by Christmas.
 
Valenti has been very busy in 
New York, because the 300th 
anniversary of three 
baroque  
classical composers, Bach, Handel, 
and Pietro Scarlatti is approaching. 
He 
has studied the works of all 
three composers and has appeared 
on radio and television discussing 
and playing music 
by the artists. 






to return to San Jose 
sometime in January. 
Born in New York, Valenti 
taught at Julliard, Webster College, 
Cleveland
 institute, California 
Institute of the Arts, 
University  of 
Australia
 and Texas Tech before 
coming to SJSU. 
The musician has appeared 
at 
many festivals including the 
Bach 
Bicentennial at 
Prades,  France, and 
was  recently called to Spain to play 
for King Juan 

















ber when she 







nist says, "I heard 
music in my home 
since
 I was born. The 
piano was my 
toy; I was 
always
 at the 
piano.
 
"One day my 
aunt said, 'If you 
are a good girl,
 
I 
am going to start
 to 
teach 
you.' She did. Then
 she took me 
to my 
teacher.  I was not 
yet
 3 years 
old." 
De Larrocha's 
mother and aunt 
had 




When the ship on which 
Gra-
nados was 
returning  to Spain 
after 
playing at 
the White House 
was  tor-
pedoed in 1916, 
his friend and 
pupil  
Frank 
Marshall took over 
his piano 
school. De Larrocha's
 aunt taught at 
the Frank 
Marshall  Academy. 




 take me. He was laughing. I 
was 
so 
familiar  that I played it 
like  it was 
nothing special, you know. I 
was in-
terested  in other music more." 
When 




 the years, de Larro-
cha says,"I have been, and 
am, a 
very moody person. So one day it was 
one and another day another. I'm still 
the same." 
Her most recent recordings, on 
London Records, are Falla's "Nights 
in the Gardens of Spain," Schubert's 
"Sonata in B 
Flat" and works by 
Mompou. 
Next to be released will be a Gra-
nados disc. She 
eventually  will re-
cord all Granados works for piano. 
"I am supposed to do three re-
cords a year," de Larrocha says. "It 
has become a real problem to find 
time to record and time to prepare, 
since I am the whole year long travel-
ing and performing concerts.
 









































 what I 
said but 
fi-
nally  he 
said okay.


























through.  "I 
will 
remember











teacher.  He 
didn't 








"The  only 
thing  I 
played,
 when I 
was











 and in 









until  I was 


















You  know 
they 




wrong  note. 
On
 one hand
 that is 
good  
because 














































I did the 
first  one, 
then  four 






things  to 
fix. I told 
them I 




one  that 
day.  It is 
very tiring to repeat the
 whole piece 
but  it is the best 
way  to do it." 
She 
has  recorded a 
number of 
pieces 




Albeniz  three 
times,
 on mono, ste-
reo
 and digital. Most
 recently she re-
corded



















 only live recording,
 about 10 
years  ago, 
was













married  pianist 
Juan Torra,
 who took up 




while she was on tour, 
until  he be-
came ill. He died two
 years ago. 
Their  children, Juan 
Francesco, 
21, 
and Alicia, 19, live 
with their 
mother  in Barcelona. 
Neither  is mar-
ried but de Larrocha says
 her daugh-













with  me. 
But  now 
she
 has her 
own life 
which
 has to 
be led 































year.  She first 
came






 to play 
with
 the Los An-
geles Philharmonic.
 In 1954 and 1955 
she made records 
in the United 
States 




 Hall and made a small tour 
"Then nothing until 1965." 
An 
American
 manager brought 
her 
to the United States then, first for 
an 
appearance  with the New York 
Philharmonic conducted by William 




 1966 recital at 
Hunter College the critics 
discovered  
a 4 foot 9 giant in their 
midst.  It has 
been acclaim, a 
large public and 
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Gatos.  CA 
will be satisfied," de Larrocha says 
"There are 
always
 so many things I 
would like to do and can't do in the 
music. We try 
to do what the com-
poser wanted. But it is so 
relative.
 





 play and the 
way we in-
terpret the 




 If you 
play
 the way 
the fa-
mous 
musicians  of 70 
or












 think now is 
correct, I'm 
sure 50 years









 It's possible to stretch 
the fingers 
to enable a longer reach,
 
she says, especially when you 
start 
piano very 
young.  She spreads her 
fingers and shows 
that  the eye can 
follow a 
straight
 line down her little 
finger,  across the back of her
 hand 











smaller  hands 
and they play,
 
especially  the 
Koreans. 





and  they 



































Music Prof. Fernando Valenti 
Donning a green 
suit  





school teacher who wants to raise 
money to fight hunger has hit on a 
novel fund-raising ploy  he's told 
his students he won't stop wearing a 
green polyester leisure suit and 4-
inch -wide tie until they reach the 8400 
goal. 
"They're going to have to pay me 
to stop wearing this suit," said Dick 
Gastler, a teacher at Denfield High 
School. "The kids ask that I stand 
downwind. But it doesn't smell." 
He started wearing the 10-year -
old 
outfit  Monday, and by the end of 
the week the 
contributions  to combat 
hunger in famine -plagued Ethiopia 
and Duluth had 
added up to more 
than VW. 
It isn't the first time students 
have been confronted 
with the suit, 
which has become something of a leg-
end at the school. 
"He always wears it when he tea-
ches a unit on monetary policy in eco-
nomics class," said  senior Mike Od-
berg, 18,
 student council president. 
"He's one of those outgoing teachers 
that's always kidding around." 
Gastler thinks it's about time to 
retire the suit, which looks as good  
or as bad  as the day he bought it 
for about 
830.  
"The suit wears like iron. It's in 
perfect shape. It just won't wear 
out,"  Gastler said Thursday. "I 
thought, 'Why just give it to 
Goodwill  
when
 the kids would probably pay to 
destroy
 it?' " 
The tie is not only unfashionably
 
wide, but also 
adorned with pictures 
of prehistoric hunters and caribou. 
If Denfield students raise $400. 
the 
student council will contribute 
Why just 
give it to 
Goodwill 
when  the 
kids 
would probably 





high school teacher 
$100,
 Odberg said. Half 
the mom's 
will be donated to help famine Vic 
tims in 
Ethiopia and half will hi' 
given to the Duluth Food Shelf. 
Once the goal is met, the student - 
will finally get to destroy the suit, ei 




"I've had some people tell me 
that we could probably raise more 
money if I was 
in
 the suit when they 
set it on fire," quipped Gastler, who 
has been
 teaching at the school for 22 
years.  
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might  qualify to 
get a check 
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more  than $900 every month. 
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As an officer in today's
 Nuclear Navy you have a 
career  advantage no 
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Barbara  Higgins, Julie 
Braymen  
and 
Danielle  Spier have jumped on 
their  own 
bandwagon.
 
The SJSU freshmen are three 
reasons the 
Spartan  volleyball team 




















 ninth in the NCAA, SJSU 
travels
 to San Luis  Obispo to 
play the 
University of Oregon Friday night. If 
they win, the Spartans play either 
Fresno or Cal Poly on 
Saturday.  A 
victory Saturday will propel SJSU 
into the NCAA final four, which was 
beyond the wildest fantasies 
of
 most 
Spartans  four months ago. 
At the beginning of the
 season, I 
looked
 at it like this 
would be a re-
building 
year," Braymen 
said.  "I 
knew we 
could come in first 
or second 
in NorPac 




the top 20, but never 
'A lot of people said I 





was  playing 
great,  it 
was because they
 





really thought about 
the top 10. 
"But as the season 
went on, I re-
alized that anyone can beat 
anyone 
else on a given day." 
Braymen and 
Higgins  are room-
mates in Washburn Hall. Spier
 lives 
four doors down. She rooms
 with 
Gina 
Watson,  another freshman
 vol-
leyball player. All but Watson are 
starters along with Linda Fournet, 
Christa Cook and Teri 
DeBusk.  
The freshmen live,
 eat, party, 
study, 
practice and play together. 
Spier, leaning 
against  the brick 
wall in her dorm room, 
is a bit un-
easy.  She's the one 
answering  ques-
tions. Braymen, half
 listening, is 
folding clothes on the 
floor, and Hig-
gins is studying in 
the Dining Com-
mons. No one knows 
were  Watson is. 
But they 
all  know how to relate to 
one another's 
highs  and lows. 
"When 
one comes home feeling 
pretty 
low,
 there's always one of us 
to
 
pick the other right up," 
Spier  said. 
"We've got a close bond.
 We spend a 
lot of time together and 
haven't got-
ten sick of each other yet. 
"It (living together) hasn't done 
much for me 
study -wise or sleep-
wise, but volleyball -wise, it has 
drawn us closer as a 
team."  
Although
 coach Dick Montgom-
ery said this year's crop of freshmen 
has been the the best recruit he's had, 
Montgomery is quick to note that 
starting three freshmen wasn't his in-
tention. But because of Lisa 
Ice's 
slow rehabilitation from knee sur-
gery and the 
departure of junior 
Mandy McMahon 
because of per-
sonal reasons, the Spartans were left 
with major holes that needed
 to be 
filled fast. 
That moved the time schedule up 
a couple of years for Braymen, who 




 here, I had no in-
tention of playing at all my freshman 
year and figured I'd see limited ac-
tion my sophomore year because 
Lisa is a great outside 
hitter,"
 she 
said. "When Dick told me Lisa Ice 
was going to redshirt, I thought I had 
a serious chance of 
playing  a lot." 
And they all have responded. 
Higgins,
 a 5-11 middle blocker, was 
named 
NorPac  Newcomer of the 
Year. Braymen
 and Higgins were 
named to the All -Freshmen team, 
and Montgomery said Braymen 
would have won Newcomer of the 
Year if Higgins wasn't playing 
so 





defensive  specialist, 
leads
 the team in digs  with 169 and is 
second to Cook in service aces. Hig-
gins, who is fourth on the team in 
kills, hitting percentage and blocks 
per game
 average, is the best natural 
athlete Montgomery said he has 
coached.
 
"Barbara has a gift, and she
 
doesn't know how gifted she really 
is," Montgomery said. "She can't tell 
you why she jumps when she jumps. 
She can't tell you why she makes a 
certain move at a certain time. She 
just  does it. 
"How good can Barbara be?" he 
asks without being asked. "Barbara 
can be, 
Barbara  will be one of the 
best volleyball players in the coun-
try." 
Read
 that statement to Higgins, 
who like the other two freshmen is 
embarrassed and 
surprised  by the at-
tention, and she will 
respond
 with a 
"Gosh"
 and turn red. 
Higgins thinks she's just "OK" 
and is never
 satisfied with the way 
she is playing. The 
Santa  Clara High 
School standout was also an 
"OK" 
basketball player in 
high  school, av-
eraging more than 20 points per 
game and leading 
her team to a Cen-
tral Coast Section championship.
 
She 
never  heard of Newcomer of 
the Year until the 
conference
 coaches 
bestowed her with 
it When she re
-
'Referees 



















career -high 13 kills against 
Purdue
 last week, Higgins shied 
away
 from credit. 
"A lot of people said I played a 
great
 game," Higgins said. "But I 
don't think I was playing great, it was 
because they (Purdue) were playing 
stupid. Anyone could




 been playing volley-
ball all year. She teamed with Spier 
to lead the Sunnyvale -based Bay Club 
to 




 summer. Spier and Higgins
 were 
All-Americans.




 Spier's eyes say 
as they 
roll behind her head.
 She's embar-
rassed by her awards 
and honors, 
too. They don't
 mean much, Spier 
says. She's not in it for
 the glory, and 
defensive 





 it was an 
impor-
tant  role, but Dick 
convinced  me that 
it
 is," Spier said. 
"You don't get 
much credit or that
 much ink, but as 
long as I do well 
for  the team, that's 






 said she 
felt the 
pressure 
early  in the year. 
With an 
intense practice
 schedule and 
games  
during the 




out  of the picture. Coming 
to college is a big 
transition.  
"It took me three 
weeks to get on 
track," 
Spier  said. "I dug myself in a 
hole and climbed 
out  of it. It's taken 
me all semester, but I 
finally got my 
priorities straight." 
Spier doesn't
 mind playing de-
fensive specialist, but 
she's a setter 
who figures prominently in 
future 
plans. Montgomery,








Montgomery says is the 
best  high 
school
 player in Northern 
California.  
Beckinbauer
 is a setter. But
 Stanford 
wants  her, too, and SJSU has 
never 
beaten
 Stanford on a recruit.
 
But he's pleased 




ranked among the 
best high school 
volleyball players in 
the nation by 





 she didn't feel like she be-
longed among 
the best freshmen 
in 
the conference. Awards
 don't mean 
much  to this one, either.
 
"I 
don't  work to get 
awards,"  
Braymen 




 are extra. 
That's
 not the real reward. 
The real  
reward is the 








 and Braymen began 
play-
ing 
volleyball  in the 
ninth  grade. 




 is the one she 
plays  best. 
Volleyball
 didn't become 
her favorite until 
her  junior year. 
Both are 




 tomboys a few 
years back. 
"I was 
the  ultimate 
tomboy,"  
Braymen
 said. "I never 
wore a dress 
 blue jeans and 





jump too well and isn't
 the 
quickest Spartan,
 but is the "most te-
nacious freshman" he has coached. 
But her intensity doesn't come 
through in words. Nicknamed 
"Harpo" 
because  she doesn't say 
much, Braymen has changed since 
Wrestling
 team









wrestling  team 
beat rival 
Cal Poly San 
Luis Obispo, 25-29, 
Tues-
day night in 
Spartan Gym 
to win its 









 pins by SJSU 
wres-
tlers Ken 
Brison  1142 
pounds)  and 















there  was 
any  one! 
factor















 to a 






























































 So I'm 
ex-
tremely pleased with the 
outcome."  
The Spartans 
jumped  out to an 
early 16-4 lead, winning the first four 
out of five bouts. The first victory 
came when the Spartans' 118 -
pounder Arnold Khanbabian de-














more  points in 
the third 
and  final period
 to put it 
away. 
"He 
(Galkowski)  was 
a two-time 





explained.  "I 















when  he couldn't
 counter 
my take
 downs I  knew 
I had him 
there."  
Kestel
 felt it was
 a must 
that
 the 
Spartans  win the 





"Arnold got the 
win  we needed to 
start us off,"
 Kestel said. 
"I don't 
want to 
put  pressure on the
 light-
weights
 but it really helps
 to fire up 
the 
team. 
With SJSU leading 
6-4 after three 
bouts,  Brison met the 
Mustangs' 
Craig
 Labistre in the I42
-pound bout. 
Brison






Then,  Labistre 
pulled  a two-
point 
reversal.  
"He  had me 
with  my back 
close 
to 
the mat and he tried
 to get into po-
sition




I'm pretty good 
countering on the 
legs, and he stuck 
in his legs and I put 
him on his back,
 which really 
scared  
him." 




 With less than
 two minutes 
expired in 
the three -minute first
 
round,
 Brison pinned 
Labistre  for a 
12-4 Spartan lead.
 
The Spartans' second and final 
pin was registered by Knox, who put 
Todd Barnes on his back 1:24 into the 


















































































































 and no se-



















strong  point," Hen
 said. 
"That's the main emphasis we try to 
place on the 
team.  And so, when we 
lose it's because we have 
lost our 
poise." 
Losing poise may be one reason 
the Pioneers have lost two games, 
but Hen also attributes their inability 
to wait for an open shot as another 
reason. 
"We rush
 our shots, and some-
times we 
don't take the best shot
 
available to 
us," Den said. In a few 
of 
our past games 
our girls would make 
a 
shot as soon as they
 got their hands 
on the
 ball. And if we 
are going to win 
more 
games,
 we're going 






 according to hen, 
is 






























But lten does look to one individ-
ual she tabs the team leader, Lucia 




a 5-10 center/forward, 
has averaged eight points per game 
and is leading the team in rebounds 
with 7.8 per game. 
"She's a junior who's a smart 
player and possesses
 a good atti-
tude," Den said. "She also does very 
well in organizing the team." 
Leading the team in scoring is 
Cara Milgate, a 5-5 guard, 
who  is av-
eraging 8.8 points per game. Along 
with Milgate is forward Mary Bry-
ant, 5-10, who has a 7.6 points and 7.2 
rebounds per game average. 
SJSU's top scorers are Roberta 
Lawson and Rhoda Chew, who are 
averaging 15.2 and 12.4 points, re-
spectively, 
"There is no 
reason  in the world 
why SJSU shouldn't 
beat a team like 
ours," she said. "But that doesn't 
mean we won't try." 
The pin 
gave  the 




 and a 25-8
 lead 
going into the final two
 matches. 
SJSU's
 190-pounder Jesse Figue-
roa lost,
 19-2, handing the
 Mustangs 
six 
points  and cutting 





 still not 
filled and the technical fall Figueroa 
suffered, Knox' victory was the one 
that we really needed," Kestel said. 

















SJSU outside hitter 
high 
school. 
"I used to be the biggest, row-
diest 
little
 thing you've ever 
seen," 






Braymen said she went out for 
basketball
 in high school because
 she 
needed to 
release her aggressions. 
She hides 









 her high school 
basket-
ball coach 
convinced  her that 
she  
didn't have 
to make trouble to 
prove 
her point.
 She wanted to 
be tough. He 
convinced  her to be 





just  takes her 
aggressions  out 
on 
an innocent white ball. 
"That's 
why  we get along so 
well," Spier interjects. 
"We've  both 
had to 
change
 our attitude during the 
course of 
our lives. Referees used to 
fear me in high 
school.  They thought 





 Higgins and Spier 
are  
at the top of their game right now, 
according
 to Montgomery. They've 
picked a good time to peak. 
Less 
than a month 














 at all. Watson
 and Fe-: 
licia  Shulter 




When Braymen was on the court,: 
Montgomery said other teams tried 
to pick on her. 
 
"It was the first time in her life 
people were saying there's the week 
link," Montgomery said.
 "She had al-
ways been the 
strong  link. Finally 
she just 
said 'Screw it. I'm through 
feeling sorry for myself,' and wed 
back to being tenacious." 
Montgomery means a lot to the 
players. He's a major reason why 
they came to SJSU 
and has "babied 
them," according to Braymen.
 He 
plays the role of coach, counselor; 
parent 
and  teacher. 
"I 
try to make the transition as; 
easy  as possible, but I'll ween them: 
from 
that,"
 he said. "They'll have to 
find their
 own counselor and get thei;
 
own  classes. They'll have to stand
 on 
their  own feet." 
Right now, they are 
about a foot 
off the ground. They are not cocky or 
conceited  just confident. 
And it gets better. They will 
be 
back for 
three more years. 
"We think about
 how good we 
could  be," Spier said. 
"There's  no 
where else to go but up. 
"But it 
would be tough if we won 
a national 
championship  this year. 
You can't go much 










You've found that someone special, and it's time to 






Choosing the gem and mounting 
takes  time and care. 
At Morton Jewelers, we 
know












consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose 
the ideal gem and mounting for 
















 & Country Village. San Jose 
Open Monday 
through








JAN.2  TO JAN.18 












































































































 women's volleyball team 
followed a golden road with a 
few tears and a lot of 
celebrations this year. 
Someone looking at the team's 
roster and statistics at the beginning 
of the season might have thought the 
team 
was ready for an adequate 
 
 season. The team's leading spiker, 
Lisa Ice, refishirted the year with a 
' knee injury, and the line-up sported 
only two seniors and one junior while 
adding four freshman. 
The team proved 
its mettle was 
thick early
 on by beating 
Northwestern  University and Cal 
Poly San Luis Obispo. A high point of 
the season came when the University 
of Pacific, ranked fourth in the 
nation, watched the desperate 
Spartans battle back to 
win  the 
match in five close games. 
"We're still going to have our ups 
and downs," outside hitter Christa 
Cook said after the match. 
The team had more ups than 
downs.
 
The UOP win 
aroused
 curiosity 
by the other top ranked teams and 
fueled the Spartans determination
 to 
become a top 10 ranked team. After 
several weeks of inching its way up, 
the Spartans crashed into the top 10 
after upsetting 
sixth ranked San 
Diego State University. 
The team went on to break its 
record of eight consecutive wins with 
an 11 game winning streak. But lack 
of experience playing top-ranked 
teams  including losses to USC and 
UOP  and the tendency to fold 
against lesser opponents, plagued the 
team.  
The team doesn't worry about 
those 
problems anymore. Decisive 
victories over Fresno State 
to win the 
NorPac crown and the win over 
Purdue University last week, in the 
opening round of the NCAA playoffs, 
have settled their doubts. Coach Dick 
Montgomery describes the NCAA 
playoffs as "icing on the cake." A 
more appropriate description, 
however, would be a larger slice of 
the cake. 
Win or lose, the team will return 
winners on Sunday after playing the 
second 
round  of the NCAA playoffs 
this weekend at 















Yoriko  Noguchi  















 (right) digs a 
ball  with 
(from 



























































































 pick up 






beginning  with 
M through 




Record,  the 
same  place 
ad-
d/drop forms can 
be picked up. 
   
Gamma Phi Beta's 
president
 announced Monday that 
it will 







 in a short
 
statement  to the 
Inter -Fraternity
 Council that 
the soror-










 chose two 
council  mem-
bers  for the offices 










elected as sports 





   
The job market for ethnic and minority students looks 
good, said Cheryl Allmen, 
associate
 director of Career 
Planning















student who is bilingual has an 
advantage
 in finding 




The Spartan men's basketball team lost two 
road  
games over the weekend - 79-44 to Arizona, and 65-63 to 







































dancers,  at 
8:15 p.m. 







   
The  Marketing
 Club 








 at 3:30 p.m. 
today in 
the 













will hold a Christmas
 social at 4 p.m.
 
today 
in the S.U. Almaden 




   
R.L. Green from 
IBM Research 
Division will 
speak  at a physics semi-
nar 
at
 4 p.m. today in the









Holmes  at 
277-2361.
 
































   
Alpha Eta 
Rho  Aviation 
Frater-
nity 
will  hold a 
Christmas  


















   
Phi Chi 





 Ball at 
8 
p.m. 















 Tom La -
Forge in the Business Classrooms, 
Room 208. 
   
The Art Department will hold a 
figure 
drawing class from 9:30 a.m. 
to 3:30 
p.m.  today in the Art Building, 
Room 312. The Department will also 
present
 a display of Computers in Art 
and Design from 4-6 p.m. today in the 
Art Building, Room 237. 
   
KSJS Radio will broadcast the 
women's volleyball match from Cal 
Poly San Luis Obispo from 5:50 to 
7:20 p.m. tomorrow. If the team wins, 
KJSJ Radio will also broadcast Sat-
urday's game. 
   
The Greek Week Committee will 
hold an interest meeting at 7 p.m. 
today at Delta Gamma House. For 
more information call 
Meghan
 at 279-




CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT 
PRO 
GRAM, Enhance personal & pro 
fessional growth as volunteer 
In 




 admin. dat processing. 
public swam., tundra...mg. etc 
& & 





 clerical to post 
grad














HELP IS ON the
 way' Lai us be your 
church family 
in San Jo. Sunday 
Worship
 Service 9 
45.".
 YOLing 
Adult  Group 
Alternate  Sunday. 
88 p ni 
PILGRIM  
Congregation*,  
Church 1721 Dry Creek
 Rd mst 
east of Moodie, Rey E Gerry 
Hoard Minister Church Office 
264 6536 
LIVE IN OR our. child care elderly care 
housekeeping pan tome & 
lull
 
tone Aide Medical & Home 
Hen 
Placement Agency. 3275 
Stevens
 
Creek Blvd . 223. San 
Jose  Call 
243 0370
 employer fee paid 
agency
 no fee to employees 
RUNNERS ATHLETES. inc   per 
foam,. floxibolity balance  
ability to rel. Create a 11101* pos. 







 body tharepy. 
272 8348  
STUDENT DENTAL/Optical Pion Enroll 
nowt 
Save  your 
teeth,  eyes and 
money too For info and brochure 
he 
AS
 office or 
call 14081 371 
6811
 
S J.S U 
HILLEL11  For information cell 
Marlene at 298,0204 or 267 
2770
 
WANT TO LOSE 
WEIGHT.  gra weight 
or 
make  money, All natural. 100% 
bock guarntd. Molise 267 8396  
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chnstien Can 
tor Sunday Lutheran 
10
 45 am. 
Catholic  00 end 6 00 pm 
Preen group
 rues at 5 pm 111 




counseling  programs  
and study 
opportunities  Rev Nan 
aloe Sher..













CarroN for stu 
dent 
discounts
 nowt Call 
for  Epp, 
241 
1800
 or 923 5136  
IS 
IT TRUE 
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 OKAYAMA RES 
TAURANT 565 A N 6th St S. 
Jose 
INVENTORY
 TAKERS earn extra in 
come
 Several 
openings  for per 




PM No exp needed 
Paid trng 
Transportatton
 from office to lob 















mediate openings ell are. Sup
 
Porl  your 
community
 no. Call 
998 4457 ask for Becki W. Cate 
Personal Services. Inc 
MANAGER TRAINEES, 84 Lumber 
Co 
the fintest growing
 national lum 




 is rapid and all promotions 
ere  from wtthin First 
year
 owning. 
average 018 000 
Benefits in 
chide hospitalization
 profit shar 
ing end much 
more
 II you emoy  
combination of 
sales and physical 
work 





 p eeeee red! then you 
may qualify No 




Act  now" Apply at 
84 Lum 
be, Co 2301 Junction




DONALD'S  NOW 
HIRING" Pre  
aum pay flexible hrs 25 days 
10 35 
hrs iwk Interviews Mon 
Fri 3  pm Contact 
Soon or 











 working for maior 
electronics  bias in Sate 
Clara
 
Valley 'anode.re lobs 
available  in 
all facets of bus 
edmin mentifer 
wring engineering 
and office sup 
pon personnel 
No
 le. Arrowsleff 
Temporary &11V1[011 100 N 
Win 
cheap S.&
 230. San JO,. 
244 8500 
NEED EXTRA





wants YOU to sell 
subscriptions  
this holiday eason Call 
James  for 
detail. 297 0110 onytima 
NOW HIRING 




 6 15 








 & San Carlos Bldg 0 Call 
277 3554 






time for winter break Apply now 
for paid training seedyne
 & part 
tune work Perm p/t avail for 
spring & summer Please cell Jan 
moJert 296 7393 
PIZZA 
DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted" 
Flexible hours,  must havo car & 
cen. $64wr
 hr plus The Deily 




 TEACHER'.  aide,
 P T 
Mon &I 20 pm.
 0400/5. Call 




 Clerical & 
errands mum have own Ira. Call 
298 
1170 Kaufman & Goble 
Assoc 
RECREATION
 JOBS Teen 
leder. 
15/hr MTWF. 6 
10 
Prn A some 
Sat Preschool




$4 50/hr . MTWF.
 6
 
10 pm  Bldg 
And 
eves Minds. 
65/ht  Info 
942 2470. MIN.. Leisure Svc 
SALESPERSONS
 NEEDED, Pan 
& 
time 










 Call Mon 
Fri 10 
am 4pm ask 





































































University  the world s 
first telecommunrcations network 







courses in the. areas Natural 
Sciences/Mathematics Social Sc, 
enc. Humanities Business Our 
e asy to use course development 
system offers  unique set of les 
son lempletes to guide you and 
prompt your creativity
 in com 
pure, based teachmg If you heve 
access to an IBM PC or compatible 
(or are within 
traveling distance, 
end would like to develop courses 
send resume and 101.1 detailing 
subieco wee 
...gills  Vera Fret 
ter The Electronic 
Univeroky.  A 
branch 
of Telelearning Systems 




SPAGHETTI  FACTORY has 
pen rime lob °wags
 in all dept. 




am.51N Sal Pedro.S J 
TOGO
 
's. 900 N 
1st  St now hiring 
PT day help $3 75/hr flex hr. 




 for our sales 
reps Daytime worli Commission 
basos Must Ilke phom 
work & hav 







apt  $300 coo plus 
1 2 
util 





 for rent 
near SJSU
 Call now for
 same.... 
break
  discount rates 
286 
4323,  292 9265 
OUIET FEMALE 
TO share 3 ban
 2 
be
 house with same 
$400.mo 
1200
 deposit Call 265
 2059 
ROOM. 




 incl utili 
nos CO 268 
1290  
ROOM FOR PENT
 in house MCI.. from 
SJSU 




idol bee Call 























or unfurn 293 1688  
WALK TO SJSU. 
unfurn  studio 
$375imis  . $300odep 1 person 
only 
No pets. utg pd 259 7040  
2 people/share 1 
ban rn au. Walk 
to SJSU, nice 
emus  0175 al & 
Mop kleal for








get  fr. ticket to the 
San Jose 
Symphony 
et Fknt Mueic 10A
 
J. 2 19 with Prof 
Marling ful 
tiNs G E 







30 Min fr. Ore 
30





 out the light 
color




 you most Saves you 
time 




 evadable Call 
Cissy 








 to cul loose 
footloose 
Don I be shy 
reply  In 
quires to 
Deve at 929 
Inverness  
Way. Sunnyvale. Ca 
94087 of 
14081246 1398  
LOOKING 
FOR A FEMALE 
roommate to 
live with  
cerebral  pal. as a cnm 
portion CHI 









 18 SASE to NGCC. 
P0
 
Box  28781 Son 
Jose Ca 
95159 Low rates 





 eeeee in HIS on MW 
Son. 
thrs is my len 
sonwster  
thought 
I'd take  chance
 Wit 
you go out 
worth  met 
YOUNG WOMEN 
will  find this hard to 
believe but more 
men than 
women  have mined Personal 
Se 
loction A Jewia 
Dating Service 
Be good to 
yourself Attractive 
mon went to me. you Women in 
their 20's may lake 






1.50 call 293 DATE
 
SERVICES  
AIRBRUSH I shirts mode 





Aguilar 9030958  
BARE IT ALL. Stop 
shaving  waxing. 
tweezing or 
using  chemical depili 
tones 
Let me permanently remove
 
your unwanted
 1,01, 11.5in Nixon 
tummy 
ovonsta. hp Inc
 I 15% 
drscoord 
stnitenis .ind fa, Wry 
Call beige 
Dec 25 1984 awl yet 
',MP 1st appt al I 2 
prfie Uri 
wented Ha 
Disappears  With My 
Care Gwen 
Chadore,,  RE 559 
3500 1605 S 
Bascom  Awe C 


























 only Call Janice 
408 267 2993 
FREE 
FACIAL & MAKEOVER 
lesson..  
Learn to take 
better
 care ol your 
skin 
& apply makeup correctly Ah 
solidely  no 
ohlwationo










SPECIAL  a gift of 
well  
being Therapeutics massage gift
 
cendicares avertable Call Janice 
267 2993 
HOUSE SITTER grad 
student
 will care 
for your hon. 
Jan 121 Local 
r eeeee nces Sean,. 277 3480  
NEVER DONE IT Detailed
 recipes and 
preparation instruction for festive 
turkey dinner Send $1 00 to Hey 
Mom 4718 Moodier Ave 
207. 
Son Jose. Ca 95118 
PARENTCHILD PROBLEMS. Feeling 
pressured hard
 to get motivated 
Com...long s avertable to help in 
findmg support & healing 
these  
problems Cell 264 
3530 for more 
info
 
PREGNANCY HOTLINE"! Information 
and Referrals Please eaN 14081 
287 CARE or 14151383 -CARE. 
P0. BOX RENTALS!. Avageble 
now Na  
waiting TM Mall Post_ 
4718 Meridian Ave . 14081 2136 
1500
  
TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF complete 
health care clinic wither walking 




ob/gyn incl both control & abor 
lion 
lawake  asleep or twilight 
sl.pl Family medicine & therapy 
offering truly & group counseling 





Clinic Inc at 287 4090 lor info 




 a FREE 
2 MINUTE PREGNANCY lest 
VIDEOTAPING"
 SJSU CLUBS and 
organizations have your events vi 
deolepod this semester, Call Crys 






DONORS" All races 
Los Ofiyos Women. Medical 
Clinic Inc 15151 National Ave 
Los Gatos.14081356 0431  
ANYTHING 





clubs groups. special 
 vents Encellent prices compel 





Ca11978 9349or 2137 2015 
TRAVEL 
BAJA WINDSURFING ADVENTURES. 
L essons bored. mesh
 B 
T coach 
9 day. Dec 
7 Jan 25 
Feb 8 
1389/14 day. Dec 21  Sang 







PLUS WORD Processingoll 
mimes 
term palm. loners Rea 
sonata rates North San Jose. cell 
251 8813 after 3 
pm Mon Fro 
All  day Saturday  
ABOUT ACCURACY bring your typing 
to tl. moo Spaiallre
 0 Ternshoen 
APA MLA & resumes Tronscrip 
lion sewice IBM 
stilatric II 10% 
discount with ad, /ay   cell 
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2087 Double
 epee. 51 50 ' 
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days weekly All work guaranteed 
IBM Correcting Satanic 
A GOLD MEDAL finish for your grad 
uee thesis Excellence m word 
processing Located 15 memo. 
west of campus Reach us at 
14081 241 0503 Call on Merrell 
AMPARA/so A complete word pro 
missing secretarial .rsuce Dicta 
phone Quick tunt almond San 
Tomas  °icon Santa 
Clew 10 
yr.
 ....co 727 4998  
CALL PROFESSIONAL
 STENO typong 
service for fast. scourer. typing 
/word proceseng 11 50/double
 
spec.  page Guarenteed quick re 
turn on all papers
 Cassette Iran 
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 legal financiel 
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DEPENDABLE TYPING fr. pick up  
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EDITING/WORD PROCESSING. IBM 
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APA1 Term papers resumes etc 
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error 
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COU001  10. Lotter 
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disk
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help
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Think 
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typong and copy services at gory 
reasonble rates Call 14081 269 
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 spaced eica 
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much more Special student rates 
448 7719 
TYPING  THESIS 
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pews  we 
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rates 




turnaround accident, dependable 
rem rates Resumes. term papers 
thesis CM 29713707  
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Orbach said the state hasn't re-
ceived the permit yet because it is 
necessary to meet 
EPA  require-
ments for a storage 
facility  before 
the application can
 be submitted. 
"I've done
 everything I can hu-
manly do to meet 
the EPA needs," 
Orbach
 said. 
According to Montgomery, the 
facility is not completed but it is 
ready to be used for storage. 
The per-
mit process will 




$25,000 per day of PCB 
storage without the 
permit could be 
enforced by EPA, 
said Ervin 
Koehler, enforcement
 officer for the 
Toxic Control 
Division.  




 tracks,  was built 
because of January EPA charges 
that SJSU
 violated PCB storage re-
quirements. 
The California State University 
system, with SJSU named specif-
ically, was fined $51,500 for improper 
storage of PCB transformers, im-
proper marking, inaccurate record
 
keeping, improper conditional use 





 signed a con-
sent with the 
EPA,  assuring the 




quires  PCBs to 
be
 stored in a 
self-con-
tained




were  moved to the south 
campus fa-
cility by IT 
Corporation, 
which  is re-
sponsible for 







new  members 




 Health Advisory 
Committee is looking for new mem-
bers,
 SJSU Health Educator Oscar 
Battle said. 
Also an adviser to 
SHAC at the 
Student Health Services, Battle said 
SHAC is looking for about 10 new 
members because 
there  is potential 
of losing three to five student com-
mittee members after this semester. 
SHAC serves as advisory 
council  
to the director and dean of the Stu-
dent Health Services. 
"We are looking for students who 
want to contribute to the committee 
and students who want to benefit 
from the committee as well," he said. 
If a student is interested in be-
coming a member of the committee, 
he or she may attend one of the 
weekly meetings at 4 p.m. Mondays 
and tell current SHAC members why 
they wish to become a member. A 
stddent may also send an application 
stating
 why they are interested in 
SHAC, Battle said. 
There is potential for students 
who are on SHAC to get credit for  
their services, if their major depart-
ment approves, 
Battle said. 
SHAC members are 
committed 
to attend the weekly meetings and to 
do one 
project, Battle said. 
"They can do a project on their
 
own that they deem useful to the 
pop-
ulace
 here on campus. (The project)
 
comes with creativity and motiva-
tion," Battle said. 
Group 
projects
 can be done by 
members, such 
as
 sponsoring a jog-a-
thon or a health 
seminar  series, he 
said. 
The committee has 
been  on cam-
pus for about 11 years and has gone 
through three phases, he said. 
In the first phase, the committee 
was made up of 
students.  In the sec-
ond phase, it was comprised of stu-
dents, staff and faculty members. In 
the last phase, it was made up of stu-
dents again, Battle said. 
SHAC advised Student 
Health
 
Services  a few years ago to be open 
from 5 to 7 p.m. instead 
of
 5 to 10 p.m. 
because most students use the serv-
ices at that time. 
More 
recently,  SHAC advised 
California State University Chancel-
lor Ann 
Reynolds about the phar-
macy fee not being more than the 
regular $13 fee, Battle said. 








are  hiring a new 
assistant  direc-
tor, and one student
 from SHAC will 
be on the committee
 to pick the asso-
ciate director,"
 he said. 
The deadline to 




















a.m.  - 
12:30
 p.m. 
each  day 
$SS
 Ice 


























continued from page i 
Schneider along with Jeff Houston, 
A.S.  vice president, and Jeff Cough-
lan, chairman of the 
S.U. Board of Di-
rectors, applauded when the judicia-
ry's decision came back. 
"I'm happy about
 the decision. 
But I'm ashamed that we had to 
waste so much time," Schneider said 
after 
the meeting. 
According  to 
Schneider,  he 
pro-
vided the
 judiciary with 
documents 





action  on the REC 
was out of the 
A.S. 
officers "hands,"
 before the 
ju-
diciary 
injunction  was 
even  imposed 
on them. 
The A.S.
 and the S.U. 
Board  of 
Directors sent a 























A request to the California State 
University Chancellor's Office to 
raise student fees next semester 
marks the next stage of development 
for the Recreation 
and Events Cen-
ter. 
At a press conference Tuesday, 
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said 
she has sent a letter requesting that 
the chancellor raise fees by $10, part 
of the plan agreed upon when stu-
dents  voted in favor of the Rec Center 
last month. 
"I have already
 notified the 
chancellor's office to pick up where 
we left off," she said. "It was already 
in mid -process when we went into 
this.
 . . hiatus."
 
Fullerton was referring to the 
delay of the REC from the time stu-
dents voted it down last spring to 
their approval of it this 
November.  
This time frame 
includes  the Student 
Union Board of Directors' work with 
REC architects Hall, Goodhue, Hais-
ley and Barker 
to detail four different 
plans, and choose one ideal plan. 
S.U. Director Ron Barrett said 
the next phase depends on the 
CSU 
Board of 
Trustees to issue a fee -in-
crease executive order and meet with 
the architects to modify contract 
plans, 
because  the plan students 
voted on included larger activity
 
space than the






there  is "a 
potential 
loss
 of about 
$700,000  worth 
of space" 
because 













































going  to 
be built,"





 from bond sales 
sold 
at a lower percentage
 rate than 
the 
original "conservative"




































diagnostics report _ 
IAll
 































'I have already 
notified
 the 
chancellor's office to 





to increasing  fees or cutting some-
thing out, like one or two 
racquetball  
courts, we are going to cut." 
SUBOD will meet next
 week with 
the architects to formulate a pro-
gram statement, a policy that de-
scribes what goes where and includes 
options, such as use of the Woman's 
Gym for racquetball courts. 
Barrett said 
SUBOD  members 
plan to meet with the trustees next 




After the architects 
revise  the 
original drawings, they will also 
meet with trustees to devise an ar-
chitectural contract, he said 
after the REC election 
informing  her 
of the
 results, he said. 
In response to 
the letters, Ful-
lerton immediately 
contacted  the 
California 
State  University Chancel-
lor's office and "gave
 them the go-
ahead" on the REC project, Schnei-
der said. 
Schneider also said 
that
 Doug-
herty's allegations about 
violations  of 
Act 9 were shown to be 
invalid
 be-
cause the code 





 a lesson to Larry
 
that he should have 
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is all we 
ask, and it's the
 
least we can 










 millions more 
face  starvation 
unless we do 
something 
about  it, . . 
.and
 now." 
Let's demonstrate to all 
that students of 
San Jose State are 
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 we could 
see  that group 
a fel-
las 
who's  a 
playing
 at the 
Rack.  They 
callin'  
themselves  the 
Soft White 






"The  who? 
What in 
tarnation  












































 roll's Blue 
Oyster Cult 
- only they 
per-
formed 






















 halls until 
their  
next  album 
is
 released 
this  Spring. 
After  opening 
the act with 
"R U Ready 
to 
Rock," the 




number  of old 



























formulating  any 
philosophy, 









That  is, what 
can we be 
sure
 we know,




it,  if 
indeed
 it is at 
all 
knowable.  Or 
have we 
simply  
forgotten  it and 
are too 
embarrassed




mind  of 














 following is 
a 
look at 
the  acute 
insights
 he has 
accumulated













Allen's  less 




works will be used. 
While Allen's 




 times, it 
often 
makes  far 
more  sense 
than  most 
would  care to 
admit.







. . . He had rejected 
contemporary  





infinity  though 
not  with too 
many
 
options. He differentiated between 
existence
 and Existence, and knew 
one was preferable, but could 









is silent," he 
was fond of 
saying, 
"now if we can







takes  well 
deserved



























again  mocks the 
supposed easy 
access
 to His 
Holiness  in a 
mock  
college  class 
catalog,
 called 






















 efforts that 
explain  
the workings of 
the world in a way 
that
 requires as 
much  pure faith as 




































































come  from 
various  
works;  
"What  is it 





Probably  the 
hours," 
"Is  there an 















tune,"  and "I keep 
wondering 
if there is an 
afterlife, 
and if there
 is will they 























it's just as 
well  to let the 
famed  











 idea unto 
itself as 
okposed  to 
being  in or 
outside the
 true Being
 of itself is 
inherently














 to laws of 
physicality or 
motion  or ideas 
relating to 
non -matter or the lack 






























Manhattan.  For 
fifty 






 all the 
places 
we wanted



























 and on 
the sixth floor
 lived John 
Lennon  
and 
Yoko  Ono. 
We
 counted up 
six 
floors 








We turned around and 
headed 
back home. Jeb and I 
both had apartments in 
the Chel-
sea district, which 
was  just on 
the verge of being a 
very cool 
place to live. I lived across the 
street from Barney's, a Fifth 
Avenue -type department
 store 
filled with grossly 
overpriced 
merchandise and snotty, ano-
rexic salespeople. Jeb lived on 
23rd Street, three blocks from 
the Chelsea Hotel where Sid Vi-
cious stabbed 
his  girlfriend to 
death.
 








lived  in with 
about nine 
other people.
 Jeb was from 
Aus-
tin, Texas








the foremost authority on the 
evolution of the foot. His parents 
were divorced and his mom 
lived in Missouri or some  place. 
Her Rastafarian boyfriend had 
moved in and filled her living 
room with 24 empty fish tanks 
and she didn't know what to do.
 
Jeb seemed to get a big kick out 
of his parents.
 
We listened to records that 
evening, mostly John Lennon 
and Yoko Ono's "Double 
Fan-
tasy" because it had just 
come 





Lennon's  feelings on enjoy-
ing time 
at home with his
 son 





 heard that John 
Lennon 
had been shot 
we
 ran 
downstairs  and got 
a cab. This 
was no time to 
screw  around 
with 
the  subway. For 
the second 
time
 that day we stood
 in front of 
the Dakota. Except 
this time, 
there
















 on the 
walls  and 















other.  Jeb 








huddled  up 
















 us a 







the guitar and 
we 
joined in singing:
 "Give peace a 
chance ..." 
All night








 our candle lit in the 
rain. 
"Poor 
Yoko," said Jeb, "I 
feel so 
sorry  for her. Don't you 
feel sorry for her?" 
I said I did, 
although I had 
trouble
 feeling 
sorry for anyone with
 that much 
money. 




 out the great arch. 
We stood around
 and watched 
John Lennon's blood 
wash
 away 
into the gutter. We all cried ex-
cept




down that next day. People still 
ran around, 
but  not at the usual 
maddening pace. They seemed 
preoccupied as if 
they
 really 




 world is 
so
 crazy. 
Jeb and I walked home Tuesday 
morning. Behind us at the Da-
kota were some diehard fans set 
on spending the week there, cry-
ing, singing and trying to keep 

































































piece band played 
at 




For  a review and 
more




The Entertainer uses the following
 system for rating the per-
formance 
or
 quality of a featured piece of art. Each rating 
is given 
by the individual author, and
 is done to give the reader a summa-
rized opinion of the material: 
Excellent  
* * * * 
Good 
effort   * * * 
Average  
* * 
Stay Away   
IETTERS 
The Entertainer welcomes all comments and criticism. Please 
identify yourself along with your major, class standing and tele-
phone number. All letters become property of the Entertainer and 







 Tonight through Dec. 15: 'A 
Christmas Carol' The classic 
Christmas tale by Charles Dick-
ens. 8 p.m. 
Thursdays
 through Sat-




University Theatre  
Friday  
and 
Saturday:  Dance Theater pre-




 Arts Department. 
8 p.m. San Fernando







 150 Bethel 
Church choir 
members  sing tradi-
tional
 music of 










 Jose. For 
tickets call 
246-1160,  information
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Thursday, 
December















 is still alive and 
well in 
Hollywood,  and 
such is the 
case 
in Paramotuit's




Award  winners Robert De 
Niro and 
Meryl Streep. 
After teaming for 1979's
 Best 
Picture "The Deer Hunter," De 
, 
Niro and Streep are 
together  once 
again. On the screen,
 the two bring 
to life a new definition
 of a love 
story. 
Although
 both married, they 
fall in 
love with each other. But, 
their love for each other is of a new 
and different taste, not compara-




years of marriage, 
De 
Niro and Streep
 are both conscious 
of hurting the 
relationships  they 
already
 have. Still, 
they realize 
that
 they're both missing 
some-
thing in their 













who will listen. 
Thus,  the scene 
is set. The 
story takes place
 in New York 
City  
where  both 





being  forced 
to because 
his  car is 
in the repair
 shop). From








































































































































































































































































think  about his 
wife, and he decides to try and talk 
to her about



































This is where the good acting 
really shines through, for each
 art-
ist really conveys
 to the audience 
that 
although they are in great 









other  for 
weeks,






















Streep  as 
he can.
 

























through De Niro's superb 
acting, you 
can  feel the desire he 


























































The best part of the movie
 i. 
conveyed 
in the last scenes where 
the audience 
is
 pulling for both 
couples to get back together 
again.  
Although you feel sorry for the 
breakup of their respective mar-
riages, 
you nevertheless want 
to 
see 
these  two rekindle their affair. 
Well, to give away the movie's 
climax and conclusion would ruin 
the tense ending, so take it from 
there. Either way, I recommend 
going to see "Falling in Love," a 


















"Jitterbug Perfume," a new 
novel by Tom Robbins, has the po-
tential to be an enjoyable book 
if 
only Robbins would allow his read-
ers the opportunity to discover 
the 
storyline before they finish the 
first several 
chapters.  
The book is filled 
with unex-
pected cute
 lines and puns. If 
one 
enjoys 
being  thrown off by such re-
marks while reading
 dialogue or 







through the first few 
chapters,  
he/she 
may begin to understand
 
the novel's theme. 
"Jitterbug Perfume" is de-
scribed as an epic; it begins
 in the 
forests of ancient Bohemia,
 and 
doesn't conclude until 9 
o'clock 
(Paris time). That 
description 
makes about as 
much
 sense as the 
book. 
It's also a saga as 
well  as an 
epic. 
This particular saga 
includes  
a 
missing  bottle. The 
bottle  is blue, 
very,
 very old and embossed 
with 
the image of a 
goat -horned -God. If 
the liquid 
in the bottle actually
 is 
the secret essence
 of the universe 
 
as some characters
 in the book 
seem 
to believe  it had 
better be 
discovered 
soon because it is leak-
ing, and there is only a 
drop or two 
left.  
The 
theme  of the novel is in 
the 
form of a 
mock -epic journey 
through
 time by the hero of 
the  
story, Alobar.  
A King in ancient Bohemia 
around  the time of the Egyptians 
and Romans, Alobar is obsessed 
with immortality. 
During a tribal death ritual, 
Alobar is supposed to sacrifice 
himself. After refusing to do so, he 
escapes execution and embarks on 
books
 
a career wandering through civili-
zations and epochs, stopping along 
the way for some conversations,
 
some encounters with nymphs, 
and an 
eternal marriage to Kudra 
(who 
makes  incense). 





Alobar  and 
Kudra find themselves in Paris 
during  the reign of Louis XIV.
 
In Paris, the two become 
per-
fume merchants until 
they are 
forced to flee. Kudra
 flees to the 
Other Side to discover the immor-
tality of death while Alobar travels
 
to the 
New World in hopes of find-
ing faith 
in the odors of Pan. 
In the present ( 900 years later) 
waiting for 
Alobar and Kudra are 
Priscilla, a 
waitress in Seattle, her 
stepmother
 who lives in New Or-
leans, and a family of perfumers in 
Paris caned the 
LeFever's.  
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SJSU Students With 
Campus Service Cards 
Get $1.00 Off 
Cover  
MON, 
TUES, WED  
















beets,  left 
at 



















 and not 




























reader  decides 
during the 
first  few 
chapters  of 
a book 
whether












chapters  are the
 most im-
portant 



































of Current Titles. 
BEST 
Science 

































Italian  Food 






 the San 
Jose Area 
COME ON DOWN 
TODAY 
1 1 SOUTH SECOND STREET 


























performing  in 













 floor will be 




unce  the 
acoustics
 off the 
walls  gently 
into the 
listener's  ears. 
Seats
 will be 
gumless and
 the whole 
atmosphere  
will 
reek with a 
wholesomeness  com-
parable to Pat Boone. 
On the other 













scoreboard  hangs precip-
itously over the crowd. The walls sport 
a puke -yellow
 paint. Every step is 
mired in a swamp of Coca Cola and 
cigarette
 butts, and the acoustics rival 
those of the inside of a toilet. 
The somewhat bedraggled, aging 
musician took to the auditorium stage 




Carlos casually sauntered on 
stage sporting a pair of dark sung-
lasses and black curly hair, noticably
 
greying at the ends. Picking
 up his gui-
tar,
 he motioned to the band
 and 
struck the opening notes of the con-
cert. The 
first few songs ebbed
 and 
flowed smoothly
 while the crowd re-
laxed and prepared
 itself for a lei-
surely 
two -and -a -half 
hours  of fine gui-
tar work, 
like
 they might 
have  seen by 
the Grateful
 Dead at 
Winterland  IS 
years ago. 
By 














Carlos and his band. 
The 
third 













which  was given
 the same 
easy-going  
melodic 





crowd  became 
thoroughly  en 
chanted as Santana
 picked the 
openinj
 
notes of the 
refined
 "Flor De 
Luna.'  
Midway  through the song, with thi 
pace 
slowly  beginning to pick up, Car 
los 
threw aside his shades, signaling ti 
the audience that
 he was ready to jam. 
Firing off 
staccato  riffs and drun 
rolls at 110 
miles  per hour, the 
band fe 
verishly 
shot  into "Primera
 Inva 
sion
 " The song 
continued  to gait 
Midway through the 
SI 




ready to jam. . Curti 
and 
finesse










the  neck wh 
and down 






































 his vocal 








































 traded licks while 
drummer
 






























 with a bouncy
 




blues -man John 
Lee 
Hooker








"how, how, how," and keyboardist
 
Jess Jackson's 
church -like organ 
gave 
the song a street 
savvy often lost 
in
 
contemporary  blues. 
The set finished 
with  a 15 minute 
version of the group's oldie 
"Soul  Sac-
rifice," which 
included  great solos 
by
 
ng, with the pace slowly 




displayed  the talent 



































encore  served 
up












 the talent and 
fi-
nesse on  lead guitar
 for which he's rec-
ognized as one of the 
best. Utilizing the 
higher scaled frets,
 one hand made 
strafing runs over
 the neck while the 
other raced 
up and down across the 
strings, 
producing  spiraling notes that 
pierced
 the ceiling. 
Although Carlos may be the star of 
the band, he certainly wasn't the only 
attraction. If his guitar -work is the 
soul of the 
band, then the percussion 
section is the heart. Rekow, Vilato and 
Pereza equal Santana in musi-
cianship, and provide the band with 
the best percussion section 
in pop 
music  today. 
Vilato played
 with the speed of a 
possesed maniac.
 On "Primera Inva-
sion,"
 and later during a 
solo, his light-
ning  fast sticks 
melted
 the sounds into 
one continuous, pounding
 roll. 
Rekow and Pereza 
added a ca-
lypso-like quality
 to many of the
 songs 












 over its 
15-year 
career,



































 6, 1984 


































 lineup of talent, 
most San 
Jose residents 
still think of the West 
San Jose 
nightclub as a 
stage for Country 
and  Western 
music only.
 Fortunately, it's not
 true in the least. 
Inside, 
with  a banner 
welcoming
 patrons to 
"California's
 largest nightclub," 
the Saddlerack 
features a 















Saddlerack continues to have 
a 
country motif," said
 entertainment director 
Larry 
Yurdin, "it's not like 
the  place is a redneck bar 
or 
anything." 
Yurdin  has worked with the 
club off and on 
after Gilroy's 
KFAT
 radio station gave 
way to the 
new KWSS, who
 have since turned away from the 
C & W theme. He explained 
that the club prefers to 
feature
 a variety of acts ranging "from 
country to 





 Tina Turner, Weather 
Report,  
B.B. King 
and the Tubes have all played 
"the 
Rack," and an upcoming show this month 
features 
Herbie Hancock. 
"You name it and we've done 
it," Yurdin said. 
In fact, the only type of 
entertainment  that the 
club has yet to 
experiment  with is New Wave 
music. But, don't be surprised
 if that changes, too. 
Even Gallagher. the
 bizarre comedian, has 
brought his stint to the club 
on several occasions. 
And  according to Yurdin, the 
Rack  is the only 
nightclub he will play in the country.
 
Yurdin explained that 
Country/Western  bands 
fail to draw large audiences on a 
















such,  and 
prefer  a theme
 of 
"country 
rock."  In 
between,  the 
special, big 
name 
acts  are booked










area,"  said 
Yurdin. "It's
 just not a 
strong 
market  in San 
Jose. unless








 to play 
the 
club include




ris,  Hank 





 such as 
these  are hard
 to come 
by.  
"When  you 
get down 
to

















quently,  only 
one  of every
 eight or 















signing  a 
popular




 Cult  
means  signing
 over a 
much 























 show a 
profit  is at 





















the  stage 
at 1130 








group  took 
stage.  
With 














have  it that
 the 
Saddlerack
















































































































can't  get 
the 
persimmons  
out  of the 
mikes."  
Eventually,






































we get a 
chance
 to play 
some of our







from tunes off 
their  lat-









"Shooting  Shark." 
Other popu-
lar tracks
 that were 
left





Submission" and "I 
Love the 
Night." 
In one form or 
another,  all 
three 
were
 suggested by the audi-
ence during 
the  two hour gig. 
Dressed in their
 usual black 
leather  garb, 




lined  up at 
the front 

























 join the 
other 

















for You" and 
"Ask 
that  Girl," a 
tune  from the 
upcom-
ing release. 
Although  not 
as
 widely 







 to say that 
Dharma 
could  hold his 
own  with ei-
ther. He was 
rarely  off key, and 
led 












songs from the 
upcoming release, 
the 
group  relied mainly
 on songs 
like 
"Astronomy"
 and "The 
Golden 
Age  of Leather." 
Needless  
to say, few fans 
were  complaining. 
By the time the set ended up 
with the smashes 
"Godzilla" and 
"(Don't Fear) the Reaper," 
it was 
all too
 evident that the show 
wasn't 
intended  as 
a platoon for the 
new 
LP, but 




 to savor the tunes that
 
gave the group




 it was also 
evident that older, vintage Cult 
tunes was just what the audience 
had hoped for. 
Yoriko Noguchi












































































































































































































middle  of the passion 
I was
 on the 
borderline  
And she 
called  me a 
name 
But it 

























































































 like the 
words   so 









































































members  of 
Helix thrive



























"Walkin'  the 
Razor's  
Edge."  The 
album






Records,  the label
 
they 














band's creative process. 
"I write 
most  of the 
words," 
Vollmer  said. "I 
try  to 
write 
words 
that would be 


























image  of the
 band. 
"We're



















































































































































 of the 
band's 
spare time is 
spent  writ-
ing songs. He said
 songwriting is 
a craft that 
demands  continual 
refinement.
 
"We turn out twenty 
bum-






Despite the band's reputa-
tion for cranking out hard
-rock-
ing numbers, Vollmer said a 
slower song off the new album 
has garnered a significant 

























added  that a 




Cuts  the 
Knife"
 will 






 for a 
spring '85
 release. 






























































































































 the range 








 he has to 
reach the 
high notes 
in lines like ". . 
.1 fell so 
high, high, high. . ," 
his voice sud-
dendly
 turns to a 
thin  whisper. 
Not  
nearly as impressive
 as Linda 
Ronstadt's
 version. 
Springfield wrote eight of the 
songs on the album and tried his 
hand at ballads, something new for 
him. Unfortunately the words are 
syrupy sweet and lack the nec-
essary depth to make them suc-
cessful love songs. 
Some of the 
words for 










 me way 
up
 
and  she 
won't  let me 
down 
and 






The  adoring 14-year -olds
 and 




 will love this 
album.  
Those who have discriminat-
ing 
taste in music, however,
 won't 






By Mary Green 
If you have ever played a 
game of pong, you're familiar with 
the electronic
 beep that eminates 
from the TV 
as the imaginary ball 
hits the court. 
If you have
 not played pang, 
think of the sound a heart monitor 
might make. Once 
you conceptua-
lize this noise, imagine listening to 
it for 25 minutes straight
 without 
going bankers. 
That is exactly what happens 
when listening to "Beat Boy," 
Vis-
age's new album.The beep, beep, 
beep of the synthesizer is honker -
producing, most definitely. 
The  cellophane wrapper cov-
ering the LP sleeve has a lable on 
it stating this album contains the 
full-lenghth club version of "Love 
Glove." Wow, you'd think this 
should be a good song if it already 
has an elongated club version. 
Close, but no cigar. 
"Love Glove"
 is monotonous 
as the rest of the record. 
You know an album is hurting 
when the listener can't tell when 
the needle is skipping, but that is 
typical of such techno-pop songs. 
The synthesized drum beat is a re-
patative drone 
we can all do with-
out. 
The album is  too slick and 
over -produced. That includes its 
glossy
 cover that displays a fash-
ionable 
punk
 dressed in Adam Ant 
garb. The color purple 
has never 
been used so distastefully. 
Not only does this record's 
music 
bore the listener, but the ly-
rics leave a lot
 to be desired. Ap-
parently the 
song  writers were in a 
state of 
depression when concoct-
ing these songs. 
Titles such as "Casulty,"
 
"Only the Good Die 
Young"  and 
"Yesterday's 
Shadow" only re-
flect the depressing tone. 
On "Casualty," the group 
writes: 
I'm so sorry but you'll never 
Understand 
But you've never had the problems 
That I've had 
And I think that Icon make -it 
But life is just a game 
And I'm dealing all my aces 
While I grit my teeth in pain 
Too depressing. 
Members
 of the band are 
Steve Strange, Rusty Egan, Steve 
Barnacle, Gary Barnacle and 
Andy Barnett. 
Strange is one of the original 
blitz kids who wowed America 
with the 
flashy costumes of the 
neo-glitter fad.
 He and Boy George 
were pals in the late '70s, and 
could 
be be responsible for starting the 
trend. 
Since then, America has been 
inundated by the trashy looks from 
such bands as Culture Club, Clas-
sics  Nouveaux and Depeche Mode. 
Additionally, America now has its 
own master of trash, known as 
Prince. 
Egan was a member of the 
English punk bank The Rich Kids, 
and Gary Barnacle was an original 
member of The Ruts, also from 
England. When 
The  Ruts started 
to break up, Gary's brother Steve
 
joined and they formed Ruts D.C. 
Hmmmm. 
Visage has always been more 
of a studio band rather than a club 
band. That
 is probably one reason 
their albums
 have been over -pro-
duced. 
To get 
back  on the track, 















 makes a 
little
 blond girl, 
who's 
decked out in 
a white 
pleated
 skirt with 
shiny black 
mary-janes,
 practice her 




makes a little 
brunette  
garbed 
in a velvet frock 
practice 












dancers,  Saturday 
night,  in-
troduced
 the precise 
steps  that 
these






preciation  by doing 
and  the more 
than 300 
viewers showed












 flair, and the 
dancing 
was warm 














music"  is happy 
clapping  and ta-
pestry, and
 it doesn't solely 
rely  on 
dance 
movements.  













 they are the music as they 
dance. 
Perhaps the
 way to explain 
it 
is to think of someone
 such as Gene 
Kelly  
or Fred Astaire. 
Remember  
sometimes 
during  a routine 
how  
they  would clap 
and slap their 
knees 
to maintain a 
rythym?  Mul-
tiply 
that sort of movement 
many,  
many times, so 
that it basically 
provides the backdrop







listening to a 
drum




lent to a 
steady









tween  a medium 
and  double-time 







thusiastic  (they even 
smiled),
 and 




 would sometimes cheer 
and 




pace,  much like 
partici-
pants at a rock 
and  roll concert. 
The rest of the
 performance 
was
 far from boring. 
There 
were
 some truly mov-
ing, poetic and fluid 
numbers,  
even
 one where the women 
almost 

























with  a 
classical
 piano 
and  flute 






leapt  and  
twirled, 
with  arms 




 of the 
dancers
 was pure 
magic.  




























stage - the 
pure fragile 
innocence of the 
balle-
rina and the 
street  wise 
moves
 of 


































































































By Dan Koga 




 "Star Wars" trilogy 
to 
"The





pettiness?  Today, it's 
"Su-
pergirl," 
tommorrow will it be 
"Indiana Jane and 
the  Temple of 
Valley Girls?" 
It 
wouldn't  be so bad if the 
se-
quel were as good as 
its predeces-
sor, but when 
they're  made just to 
be 
made,  all they usually do is 
reap in 




What's  worse is that it is 














to do in 
one  film 























































eryone  in 
the 
audience  
was  a DC 
comic 


















cide on a 
story
 
line, so he 
just put 
them all in 
Helen 
ti,ater,  who 
had the task 
of
 portray/ill.; 
Supergirl,  is proba-
bly the film 'only
 bright spot. 
She 
fits the ch;.racter 
just
 as well as 
Christopher
 Reeve did in "Super-
man," 
and her flight 
scenes  
are 
breathtaking to see. 
ing,
 in 









 re- movies to 
do with Lois Lane. 
volved around 
one of many 









 ities for 
this movie,




































coulda  been 
a con-
pergirl has





Best Wishes to SJ SU's 
Pledges and Their 
Dates  
































Creek  Blvd. 
LIMEmiNNIME
 




Expires  12-13-84 
IIIMMINNIIN
 
ext to Mendion 
Quad The.. el 




















128 Star Kissed 

































Dance  Theatre 






through  the 8th.
 All shows 
are at 8 pm,











. Nishinaka's Ins,  
Agenc 
Farmers Ins,  
Group 
Auto
-Home -Life -Bus, 
For Free Quotes: 
Call 943-0713 
... 







 START AT 
20.05
 













Use your Sears 













flORIN  CENTER 
 
FRESNO
 
 KAMAN 
 MODEM
 
 
OAKLAND
 
 
SACRAMENTO  
SUNRISE 

 511 115
 
 SAN 
BRUNO  
 SAN 
MATEO
 
 SANTA
 
ROSA
 
 STOCKTON 
